In this paper, we propose two versions of a modified dynamic time warping approach for comparing discrete time series. This approach is motivated by the observation that the distribution of dynamic time warping paths between pairs of human sleep time series is concentrated around the path of constant slope. Both versions use a penalty term for the deviation between the warping path and the path of constant slope for a given pair of time series. In the first version, global weighted dynamic time warping, the penalty term is added as a postprocessing step after a standard dynamic time warping computation, yielding a modified similarity metric that can be used for time series clustering. The second version, stepwise deviation-based dynamic time warping, incorporates the penalty term into the dynamic programming optimization itself, yielding modified optimal warping paths, together with a similarity metric. Clustering experiments over synthetic data, as well as over human sleep data, show that the proposed methods yield significantly improved accuracy and generative log likelihood as compared with standard dynamic time warping.
INTRODUCTION
Human sleep patterns are closely associated with overall health and quality of life, making the scientific study of sleep an important pursuit. Sleep stage transitions (Kishi et al., 2008) and bout durations (ChuShore et al., 2010) are essential indicators in characterizing the structure of sleep. Typical patterns of human sleep have been found ), yet sleep microstructure varies across individuals, being affected by age, circadian rhythms (Dijk and Lockley, 2002) , and other factors.
A substantial challenge in modeling the dynamics of sleep is the scarcity of key dynamical events such as stage transitions within sleep sequences. This scarcity yields small samples over which dynamical models are to be trained, leading to high uncertainty in parameter estimates. An approach known as dynamical modeling-clustering (CDMC) was proposed (Alvarez and Ruiz, 2013) to address this challenge. CDMC reduces model variance through selective aggregation of instances during a clustering phase, so that models are learned over collections of dynamically similar instances rather than individual instances. The technique of initialization using clustering by Dynamic Time Warping (DTW) similarity (Oates et al., 2001 ) yields good convergence properties for CDMC (Wang et al., 2014) .
Despite promising results, standard DTW as a similarity measure for unsupervised clustering of time series suffers from certain problems. One of these is the over-warping problem shown in Fig. 1 . Overwarping refers to unnatural alignment of dissimilar segments in two time series. In Fig. 1 , a subsequence of length over 300 in one patient is matched by dynamic time warping to a subsequence of length less than 10 in another. The result is unacceptable, yet the standard dynamic time warping distance between the two segments is zero. Explicitly penalized DTW has been developed to address over-warping. For example, (Clifford et al., 2009 ) proposes variable penalty DTW, which reduces nondiagonal moves during alignment. However, this approach is heavily dependent on a user-defined penalty function and thus difficult to apply in practice.
An additional concern with DTW is time complexity. Variants of DTW have been proposed that focus on improving efficiency by globally constraining the warping path to a predefined geometric region such as the Sakoe-Chiba band (Sakoe and Chiba, 1978) or the Itakura parallelogram (Itakura, 1975) . However, the use of global constraints alone can lead to the over-warping problem described above. Some researchers (Ratanamahatana and Keogh, 2004) have argued that the effect of warping band width on the quality of the results is greatly domain dependent and that a narrow band might be valuable. The distribution of optimal warping paths between pairs of sleep time series in Fig. 2 (from the present authors' own work) likewise suggests that the use of local search constraints would be desirable.
Main Contributions of the Present Paper
1. We propose two novel DTW variants, global weighted dynamic time warping (gwDTW) and stepwise deviated dynamic time warping (sd-DTW), that penalize deviations of the warping path from the path of constant slope. This overcomes the over-warping issue in Fig. 1 , while retaining the efficiency advantages of approaches based on global constraints such as the SakoeChiba band (Sakoe and Chiba, 1978) and Itakura parallelogram (Itakura, 1975) , and without relying on domain dependent specifics as in variable penalty DTW (Clifford et al., 2009 ).
2. We apply the proposed modified DTW for clustering initialization within the combined dynamical modeling-clustering (CDMC) framework (Alvarez and Ruiz, 2013) over human sleep time series, and show that this approach better captures the dynamics of human sleep.
Organization of the Paper. Section 2 reviews standard DTW, and describes the proposed deviationbased dynamic time warping approach and its application to time-series clustering. Section 3 presents experimental results and analysis on time series clustering using deviation-based dynamic time warping. Section 4 describes conclusions and future work.
METHODS
We review standard dynamic time warping in section 2.1, as that technique will serve as a baseline. The proposed deviation-based dynamic time warping approach is described in section 2.2.
Dynamic Time Warping (DTW)
Dynamic time warping (DTW) is a classical dynamic programming algorithm for measuring the similarity of two time series (e.g., (Müller, 2007) ). It performs an optimal alignment between two time series by nonlinearly warping their time dimensions. DTW has been applied to speech recognition (e.g., (Sakoe and Chiba, 1978) and (Itakura, 1975) ), time series classification (Jeong et al., 2011) , and unsupervised time series clustering (Oates et al., 2001 ).
The following are the essentials of standard DTW, as described in (Müller, 2007) .
We consider two time sequences
The value of c(x i , y j ) is small if x i , y j are close to each other, and otherwise not. For discrete time series, one can use a cost matrix to define the values c(x, y) for all pairs of values x, y; the simplest possibility is to use the identity matrix, that is, to let c(x, y) = 0 if x = y, otherwise c(x, y) = 1.
A warping path between X and Y is a sequence
where
(the diagonal line from bottom-left to top-right in Fig. 1(b) ), and max{N, M} ≤ L ≤ N + M. It must satisfy the following three conditions:
• Boundary condition:
are the start and end points respectively.
• Monotonicity condition: horizontal and vertical components increase monotonically:
• Step size condition: for each l < L, the difference p l+1 − p l is one of (1, 0), (0, 1), (1, 1).
The total cost of a warping path p between X and Y is
Time series 1
Figure 3: Deviation (e.g., gray shaded area) of warping path (squares with directional arrows) from path of constant slope (solid red line). Given two warping paths (1 and 2), the path with smaller deviation (the green one) is better.
An optimal warping path p * is one having minimum total cost Φ p * (X,Y ) among all warping paths from p 1 to p L . Φ p * (X,Y ) is referred to as the DTW distance between sequences X and Y .
Proposed Approach 2.2.1 Deviation Measure
We address the standard DTW concerns of overwarping and time complexity described in the Introduction, by penalizing nondiagonal moves in the search for an optimal warping path. This is done by using the measure of deviation discussed below.
Deviation refers to the area ∆ p (shaded areas in Fig. 3 ) bounded by the warping path p between two time series and the diagonal path of constant slope.
Deviation is computed by the procedure described in Algorithm 1. The following are the main steps:
• Initialize the deviation ∆ p to be 0. (step 1)
• Calculate the slope k and the intercept b of the diagonal path defined as y = k * x + b. (step 2-3)
• Repeat until the end point p L is reached. (step 5) -Add absolute vertical distance between current point p i and diagonal to the deviation ∆ p , if p i and p i−1 differ vertically. (step 6-7) -update the counter, i. (step 8)
• Return the deviation ∆ p (step 9) Algorithm 1: Deviation Calculation.
Input: A warping path
total number of points in path p. Output: The deviation ∆ p of p from the diagonal line through p 1 and p L in warping space. Figure 4: Optimal warping paths for standard DTW and stepwise deviation-based DTW (sdDTW). Standard DTW allows large deviations in searching for a path of minimum total cost. sdDTW aligns time series closer to the diagonal line. Background shading indicates local cost in sdDTW, which increases with distance to the diagonal.
Deviation-based Dynamic Time Warping
Global Weighted Dynamic Time Warping: The global weighted dynamic time warping (gwDTW ) distance between sequences X and Y is defined as
where Φ p * (X,Y ) is standard DTW distance, and the deviation ∆ p * (X,Y ) (Algorithm 1) is added as a postprocessing penalty to standard DTW. p * (X,Y ) is the optimal path between X,Y in standard DTW. λ gw controls the balance between standard DTW cost and the deviation ∆ p * (X,Y ) . λ gw ranges from 0 to 1. The square root of the deviation ∆ p * (X,Y ) is used because it scales linearly with Euclidean distance.
Stepwise Deviation-based Dynamic Time Warping:
The stepwise deviation-based dynamic time warping (sdDTW ) distance between sequences X and Y is defined as
where Ψ p * (X,Y ) is the minimum total cost of a warping path p * in Eq. 3 obtained by replacing the local cost measure in Eq. 1 by the modified measure ϕ(x, y) in Eq. 6. Thus, sdDTW optimal warping paths are minimizers of a different cost measure than standard DTW paths.
where c(x, y) denotes the original local cost measure in equation 1. ∆(x, y) is the deviation of a position (x, y) relative to the diagonal path of constant slope for sequences X and Y . See section 2.2.1. λ sd is a parameter that determines the relative weights of the standard local cost measure and the deviation.
We use dynamic programming as in standard DTW to compute the sdDTW optimal warping path, based on the modified accumulated cost matrix 
• Iteratively, take the minimum accumulated cost from three immediately adjacent directions:
• Until the final position (N, M) is reached. D(N, M) is the optimal dynamic time warping distance with respect to stepwise deviation-based dynamic time warping. As illustrated in Fig. 4 , optimal warping paths for the sdDTW distance metric exhibit less over-warping than the corresponding standard DTW paths.
Deviation-based Dynamic Time Warping Clustering
Deviation-based dynamic time warping clustering (dDTWC) performs unsupervised agglomerative hierarchical clustering of time series using the deviationbased DTW approaches in section 2.2.2 to calculate Deviation-based Dynamic Time Warping for Clustering Human Sleep 91 distances. The proposed approach is described in pseudocode in Algorithm 2. The main steps are:
• Initially each time series instance X is in its own cluster (steps 1-2).
• Repeat until only k clusters remain (steps 3-6): -Merge the closest clusters, C and C ; the distance between two instances (X and Y ) is defined by gwDTW or sdDTW in section 2.2.2; the distance between two clusters is the average distance between pairs of instances.
• Return clustering of dataset in k clusters (step 7).
EXPERIMENTAL EVALUATION
Deviation-based DTW clustering as described in section 2.2.3 was compared with clustering using the standard DTW distance metric. For all dynamic time warping computations, the local cost measure in Eq. 1 was defined as c(x, y) = 1 if the elements x and y are different, otherwise c(x, y) = 0. The weight values λ gw and λ sd in Eqs. 4 and 5, respectively, were determined empirically in order to maximize mean accuracy over a sample of labeled synthetic data generated as in section 3.2 (but separate from the synthetic data sample used for performance evaluation in section 3.2.3): λ sd was set to 0.67. λ gw was set to 0.83. All experiments were performed in MATLAB R (The MathWorks, 2015).
Two sets of experiments were carried out, corresponding to synthetic data and human sleep data, respectively. Details specific to each of these are described in sections 3.2.2 and 3.3.2 below.
Statistical Significance
Pairwise comparisons of median classification accuracy values (see section 3.2.2) of gwDTW and sd-DTW clustering against the accuracy of standard DTW clustering (for synthetic data) and of negative log likelihood values of gwDTW and sdDTW clustering against that of standard DTW clustering (for human sleep data) were carried out by a non-parametric two-sided Wilcoxon rank sum test, since a Lilliefors normality test rejected normality at the p < 0.05 significance level in each case. A Bonferroni correction was performed jointly on the accuracy and log likelihood Wilcoxon p-values to ensure a familywise error rate less than 0.05.
Synthetic Markov Mixture Data

Dataset Generation
A synthetic dataset of discrete sequences was generated as in (Alvarez and Ruiz, 2013) , from two distinct Markov models, each with two states. The two models differ in their transition probability matrices. Selftransition probabilities of 0.6 in one model and 0.8 in the other were selected. The probabilities of transitioning between states were 0.4 and 0.2, respectively. One of the two models is selected randomly and used to generate a sequence of the desired length, L. This process is iterated until a predetermined number of sequences, N, is obtained. The present paper uses the values N = 100 and L = 300 in all trials.
Experimental Procedure
Clustering Classification Accuracy. Supervised classification via clustering was performed with the generating model label as the classification target. Each cluster was associated with the class c that occurs most frequently among its members. The evaluation metric was classification accuracy, equal to the fraction of labeled instances (X, c) that are assigned to a cluster in which c is the majority class. Statistical hypothesis testing was performed using a Wilcoxon rank sum test to compare median accuracies as described in section 3.1. Experimental procedure was as in the following pseudocode:
Experimental Procedure, Synthetic Data Classification: begin for i := 1 to TrialNum SD = generateSyntheticDataset(N, L); Accuracy(1, i) = evaluateByDTW(SD); Accuracy(2, i) = evaluateBygwDTW(λ gw , SD); Accuracy(3, i) = evaluateBysdDTW(λ sd , SD);
end Perform Wilcoxon rank sum test over Accuracy.
end Note:
• generateSyntheticDataset followed the description in section 3.2.
• evaluateByDTW refers to the clustering procedure in section 2.2.3 and clustering evaluation by classification accuracy (see above); likewise for evaluateBygwDTW and evaluateBysdDTW.
• The total number of sequences, N, was set to 100.
• The length of a sequence, L, was set to be 300.
• The number of trials, TrialNum, was set to 100. (C i ,C j ) (wherec is mean cost for instance pairs in the two clusters)
= arg min i, j∈{1,...,s}
Merge C i * and C j * to reduce the number of clusters to s − 1 6. Figure 5: Clustering accuracies using standard DTW, gwDTW, and sdDTW as similarity measures over hidden Markov mixture data. Non-overlapping notches indicate significant difference in medians (p < 0.05). gwDTW and sdDTW are significantly more accurate than standard DTW.
Synthetic Data Results
This section evaluates performance of clustering over synthetic data using globally weighted DTW (gwDTW) (Eq. 4) or stepwise deviation-based DTW (sdDTW) as the similarity measure, as compared with standard DTW similarity. Clustering accuracies over the synthetic dataset appear in Fig. 5 . Both gwDTW and sdDTW perform significantly better than standard DTW, proving the benefit of incorporating deviation into the DTW computation for clustering of synthetic time series data. Median accuracies appear in Table 1 . • (W5) uses the five standard stage labels Wake, 1, 2, 3, REM.
• (WNR) uses the three stage labels Wake, NREM (stages 1, 2, and 3), REM.
• (WDL) uses the three stage labels Wake, Deep (stage 3), Light (stages 1,2,REM).
Experimental Procedure
Unsupervised clustering was performed over the human sleep datasets described in section 3.3.1.
The collective dynamic modeling clustering algorithm (Alvarez and Ruiz, 2013 ) was used for clustering, with two-state hidden semi-Markov chain models as the dynamical models. Initial cluster labels were computed by deviation-based DTW clustering as described in Algorithm 2, with either gwDTW (Eq. 4) or sdDTW (Eq. 5) as the distance metric. Clustering driven by the standard DTW distance metric was used as a basis for comparison. Generative negative log likelihood was used to measure the quality of model fit for unsupervised clustering. Given a hidden semi-Markov model, M, built over a group of sequences such as human sleep sequences, the generative negative loglikelihood − log(P(s|M)) of a sequence, s, is a measure of the probability that the sequence, s, would be produced by the model, M. Lower negative loglikelihood values (higher generative probabilities) imply a better model fit. The goal of clustering was to minimize the generative negative log likelihood. Comparison of median negative log likelihoods for different models was measured by a Wilcoxon rank sum test as described in section 3.1. 
Notes:
• The W5, WNR, WDL datasets are as in section 3.3.1.
• DTW refers to clustering using standard DTW as the similarity metric; gwDTW and sdDTW refer to the deviation-based clustering techniques described in section 2.2.3.
• CDMC(D j, mk) refers to CDMC clustering (Alvarez and Ruiz, 2013) with semi-Markov cluster models, using the given method, mk, for clustering initialization, and is assumed to return a set of dynamical models together with negative generative log likelihoods nlogll(Dj,mk,sl) for all input sequences, sl, l = 1, · · · 244. 
Human Sleep Data Results
Fig . 6 shows the two CDMC clusters (circles and triangles) with coordinates equal to the Weibull scale and shape parameters for the wake stage in the WNR dataset. gwDTW clusters better capture the boundary between the natural Weibull dynamical clusters in the human sleep dataset, as compared with standard DTW clusters. Model fit was significantly better for both global weighted DTW (gwDTW) clustering and stepwise deviation-based DTW (sdDTW) clustering as compared with standard DTW-driven clustering, as shown in Table 2 . This shows that deviation-based DTW is superior to standard DTW as a similarity metric for initialization of CDMC clustering over human sleep data, as well as for standalone clustering over synthetic data as shown in section 3.2.3. 
CONCLUSIONS
This paper proposes two versions of a modified dynamic time warping (DTW) approach for comparing discrete time series such as human sleep sequences: global weighted dynamic time warping (gwDTW) and stepwise deviation-based dynamic time warping (sdDTW). Both versions penalize deviations from the path of constant slope in the warping space, yielding the efficiency advantages of DTW approaches based on global constraints such as the Itakura parallelogram or the Sakoe-Chiba band, while better accounting for local deviations. gwDTW adds a deviationbased term to the standard DTW distance metric. sDTW adds a deviation term into the local cost function that drives the DTW dynamic programming optimization itself, yielding an improved warping path together with a similarity metric. Both gwDTW and sdDTW lead to significantly better clustering results than DTW in a classification task over labeled synthetic semi-Markov data, as well as in unsupervised clustering of human sleep data. The authors learned of an interesting "salient feature" approach to constrained DTW (Candan et al., 2012) after completing the work reported in the present paper. The salient feature approach extracts features of the input sequences that are then used to define locally adaptive constraints on the warping path. In future work, it would be desirable to pursue a performance comparison of the salient feature approach of (Candan et al., 2012) with that of the present paper.
